Abstract. At the Electronics Lab of the Swiss Federal Institute of Techology (ETH) in Zurich, the high performance Parallel Supercomputer MUSIC (MUlti processor System with Intelligent Communication) has beed developed. As applications in neural network simulation and molecular dynamics show, the Electronics Lab Supercomputer is absolutely on a par with those of conventional supercomputers, but electric power requirements are reduced by a factor of 1000, wight is reduced by a factor of 400 and price is reduced by a factor of 100. Software development is a key using such a parallel system. This report focus on the programming environment of the MUSIC system and on it's applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Scienti c computing often demands high computing power. Because many tasks in these applications have a great potential for parallel processing, developers have pro ered a number of parallel computer architectures 1, 3, 12, 4] .
Using an array of high performance,inexpensive processors (mass production), a system can reach several GFlops at a signi cantly lower cost, power consumption, and space requirements than traditional supercomputers of equal performance.
The goal of the MUSIC project was to design and build a parallel super computer system and to demonstrate its performance on real{world applications.
Software development is a key using such a parallel system. This report focus on the programming environment of the MUSIC system and on it's applications. 
SYSTEM HARDWARE
The goal of building parallel systems is to increase the performance by using several processors working in parallel. In digital signal processing and numerical simulation the most simple computing model for a parallel processor is SPMD (Single Process Multiple Data) which means that each processor executes the same program on di erent data. The main problem in this computing model is the exchange of data among the di erent processing elements (PEs). To support this computing model, global broadcast is used: all information produced by one single processing element is transferred to all other processing elements and all other processing elements interested in that data make a local copy of it. Figure 1 illustrates a typical situation: At the beginning each processor element has a local copy of the complete input data set and computes a part of the output data set. The subsequent communication phase redistributes the data so that each processor element can make a copy. In order to gain a high performance of the system, this broadcast paradigm is almost completely implemented in hardware. Figure 2 gives an overview of the hardware of the MUSIC system. Each board contains three processor elements. Each processor element is composed of a DSP (96002 by Motorola), 2.. throughput required by applications such as realtime image processing, special input/ output boards can be added. The MUSIC system is connected to the host computer (SUN, PC, MAC) by a transputer link or a SCSI connection. The host computer has access to mass storage and user terminals and is responsible for managing the complete MUSIC system from the user's point of view. The communication network is a pipelined ring bus, operating at 15 MHz clock rate. Its width is 40 bits: 32 data bits and 8 token bits. The tokens contain the identi cation of the transmitting processor element.
The DSPs run at a 40 MHz clock rate and have a peak performance of 60 MFlops. Notice that the DSP clock rate is independent of the communication clock rate. Up to 21 boards or 63 processor elements t into a standard 19{inch rack, resulting in a 3.8 GFlops system. The power consuption of such a system is less than 800 W, it's price is in the range of several 100 k$.
SYSTEM SOFTWARE
The system software of MUSIC especially supports the implementation of data-parallel algorithms. This means that the same algorithm is executed on several processor elements in parallel but each of them produces a di erent part of the resulting data block. This computing model is also called SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data). Between two iteration steps a redistribution of the data takes place. Individual data-parallel iteration steps are often naturally inherent to simulation applications.
The user has to write data-parallel code for one single DSP using C or assembly language for time critical parts in the program. To write such a parallel program is not essentially more complicated than an implementation on a single processor environment. The main di erence is that the data-parallel code must be able to produce only a subset of the resulting data block. Just three functions are needed to control the communication network: Init comm() initializes the communication network for the redistribution of a particular data block. The user program gets all the parameters it needs to run a SPMD program (array sizes, dimensions and bu er pointers); Send data() informs the communicationnetwork that a new data subset is ready to be transported to other processor elements and Synchronize() waits until all expected data values have arrived and are ready to be used for the following computation steps.
The partitioning of the data is basically arbitrary but the usual way is to tell the operating system only along which axis of a multidimensional data block (x, y, z: : : ) the distributions have to be carried out. The actual partitioning scheme is then determined by the operating system at runtime according to the data size and the number of processor elements. The data partitioning and communication is fully hardware supported for one, two and three dimensional data sets. Higher dimensions can be implemented in software.
The standard partitioning method of the operating system is to subdivide the data sets into equally sized pieces. This method works well if the processing time is independent of the data values. Another implemented technique is dynamic load balancing. In this case the operating system computes the data distribution according to the computation times of the di erent processor elements in the previous iteration step. In the present solution it is assumed that the computionallyintensive areas of a data set di er only little between two consecutive iteration steps. The implementation 
Traditional MUSIC Programming
In the MUSIC-System parallelization is done in data space. This means each processing element holds one part of the total data and computes its part of the result.
We will illustrate programming the MUSIC by sections of a sample program that multiplies a 400*300 matrix a with a 1*400 vector b and stores the result in 300*1 vector c. comm_def_t a; a.dim.x = 400; a.dim.y = 300; a.dim.z = 1; a.elem_size = 1; Complete_cons_window (&a, Y_DISTR, 0, 0, 0); a_pointer = dmalloc(a.cons.nelements, MT_CONS);
First the global dimensions of array a are entered in a comm def t structure. The operating system function Complete cons window() calculates which part of the data will be on which processing element and enters these values (which are di erent for each processing element) in the structure. We use Y DISTR here to get a distribution of the data in the y-dimension into blocks of similar size. We then have to allocate memory for the number of elements which will be locally on this processing element. The same procedure is needed for vectors b and c. Each processing element has to calculate only its amount of data, therefore the rst for loop doesn't stop at 300 but at the upper boundary of its local data (which can be found in the comm def t structure).
The programmer has to look at the problem from a local point of view. 5 . dpc (data parallel c) dpc is a extension to the c programming language that simpli es data-parallel programming in distributed memory systems. It supplies constructs that make it easy to distribute data on several processing elements and that ease access to this distributed data. In dpc algorithms can be written from a global point of view in contrast to traditional MUSIC programming which is done from a local point of view. This simpli es application development and makes it easy to migrate software to other data-parallel architectures.
To illustrate this approach we show the same example written in dpc. The three arrays are declared as par (parallel) variables which means they are distributed on all processing elements. The kind of distribution is stated after the @ character, for example array a is distributed in y-dimension in a manner that each processing element holds a block (of equal size) of the array. Array b is not distributed which means each processing element owns a complete copy of it. The k-loop in this version is written with a global index (0 to 400) as it would be in a algorithm for a single processor system. The only di erence of dpc to such a program is the rst loop in this example. forall is a for loop which can be executed parallely on every processing element. The forall loop is restricted by the on owner statement to ensure each processing element only computes its part of the distributed data.
In dpc the programmer sees arrays from a global point of view just as if programming a single processor system. 
